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INTRODUCTION

 Sociolinguistics is the unmistakable investigation of the impact of any, and all parts of 
society, including social standards, desires and setting in transit dialect is utilized, and the impacts 
of dialect use on society. It centers around the impact of the general public on dialect and how 
dialects differ between bunches isolated by certain social factors like ethnicity, religion, status 
sex, training and the preferences (Wikipedia 2013). In any social connection between gatherings 
of individuals, dialect is fundamental. It isn't just utilitarian, yet additionally, if utilized 
appropriately, fashions a strong connection amongst people groups and social orders. Dialect in 
this way can't be separated from correspondence. Dialect is an exceptionally complex thing and 
can be viewed as a major aspect of human brain science (Corder, 1979), basically, it is an 
arrangement of tenets in which sounds, structure, and significance are coordinated for 
correspondence purposes; it is an arrangement of correspondence inside a network or a specific 
social gathering (Ayoola, 2007). Dialect is systematic, important, and innovative. One can state it 
is organized as in it takes after general standards known as guidelines of punctuation; important 
on the grounds that a mix of words changes over complex significance as per the requesting of 
such words. Language’s extreme point is to impart; correspondence utilizes dialect as its vehicle 
to get thoughts and messages by means of the encoder, through a channel to the decoder. 
Language’s extreme point is to impart; correspondence then again utilizes dialect as its vehicle to 
get thoughts and messages by means of the encoder, through a channel to the decoder. Not halting 
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there, the framework additionally guarantees that the correspondence procedure is finished by 
guaranteeing that an input is given to the encoder by the decoder.
 The Internet additionally is a methods for correspondence that utilizes dialect to 
accomplish its points. It is a standout amongst the most noteworthy innovative improvements of 
the late twentieth century; it is a 'live', always 'moving', hypothetically borderless, possibly 
interminable space for the generation and flow of data (Jagboro2003 ). Without a doubt, the 
Internet’s essential mission is correspondence – of thoughts, work, and even play (Thomas 1997).
 It was Vinton Cerf that made the Internet innovation in mid 1973 as a major aspect of an 
undertaking headed by Robert Kahn and directed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
some portion of the United States Department of Defense. From there on, Cerf drove numerous 
endeavors to assemble, scale, and institutionalize the Internet. In 1984 the innovation and the 
system were swung over to the private part and to government logical organizations for facilitate 
improvement. In 1999 alone, 205 nations and domains on the planet had no less than one 
association with the Internet. By mid 2000, get to was accessible in more than 200 nations and 
enveloped around 100 million clients. This development has proceeded with exponentially
 In actuality, the Internet and its innovation has kept on having a significant impact in 
advancing the sharing of data, making conceivable quick exchanges among organizations, and 
supporting worldwide joint effort among people and associations. It's a given that the 
improvement of the World Wide Web is fuelling the quick presentation of new business devices 
and exercises that have prompted yearly business exchanges on the Internet acclaimed to be 
worth several billions of pounds. The capability of electronic trade is massive. Procedures that 
permit safe exchanges over the Net (for installment and assets exchanges), the development of 
quicker, more secure systems and the improvement of productive hunt strategies make the 
Internet an instrument for correspondence, as well as a perfect exchanging medium (Encarta© 
2004). Its prominence and importance in this new thousand years can't be ignored. In reality, 
inquire about has distinguished this type of composing as being prevalent among young people, 
and additionally a suitable instrument for examine. practical instrument for look into. 
 This paper will in this manner center around composing abilities as a methods for 
correspondence in the English dialect utilizing the Internet medium of E-mailing and visiting; 
moreover, harping on dialect use on this medium, systems used to develop this dialect write will 
be examined, and also its pertinence to second dialect educating and learning. At last, the paper 
distinguishes the difficulties this new pattern stances to „orthodox‟ current English utilization, 
and its suggestion in the advancement of developing dialect arrangements in Nigeria.

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION

 Dialect is an extremely complex thing and can be viewed as a major aspect of the human 
brain research (Corder, 1979); basically, it is an arrangement of standards in which sounds 
structure and importance are incorporated for correspondence purposes. (Ako, 1999). Dialect is 
deliberate, significant, and imaginative. It is viewed as systematic on the grounds that it takes 
after general standards known as the principles of language structure, important, in light of the 
fact that mixes of words change over complex implications as indicated by the requesting of such 
words. At last, it is inventive on the grounds that despite the fact that it is institutionalized, yet it is 
exceptionally adaptable (Tunde-Arayela, 1999). Correspondence likewise is dialect; in fact it is 
dialect whose vital capacity is correspondence. All conduct is in some measure open and in light 
of set traditions. Without a doubt, conduct could fill in as an attitudinal capacity to express a 
perspective and feelings, to set up affinity with our listeners or to advance sentiments of solidarity, 
certainty, and generosity. Moreover, it could likewise fill in as an intellectual capacity to express 
discernments, creative impulses, and convictions about the "conditions of issues" (Corder, 1979). 
Human correspondence can be verbal or non-verbal. All creatures convey, yet man’s capacity to 
impart by means of dialect separates him from other living things. Surely to express that there is 
no correspondence without an arrangement of signs; the correspondence normal for people is 
association by methods for dialect (Longe and Ofuani, 1996). Be that as it may, as prior expressed, 
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it is inappropriate to expect that discourse is at the focal point of correspondence in light of the fact 
that the medium of correspondence may shift, be that as it may, the message does not (O’Connor, 
1977)
 The demonstration of correspondence begins in the mind of the sender/speaker: in fact, 
this cerebrum has an inventive and a sending capacity. The imaginative capacity is focal; through 
it the message is considered and shaped. Besides, put away into the cerebrum is a significant 
information of the manner by which the dialect works - the guidelines of the amusement, so to 
speak - got from prior encounters of working the dialect both as a speaker and an audience to this 
dialect from soonest youth.  (O’Conner, 1977)

NIGERIA AND THE LANGUAGE PROBLEM

 Nigeria’s populace, which is right now evaluated at an expected 88 million individuals, 
or more, is appraised among the best fifteen most crowded nations on the planet. Before, it had 
been contended that Nigeria isn't a country however an insignificant geological articulation 
(Awolowo, 1947). Considering the verifiable past of Nigeria, ethnolinguistic pluralism has been 
the scourge of Nigerian political deep rooted before her freedom in 1960. The provincial strategy 
offered acknowledgment to this by differentiating the nation along this ethnolinguistic pluralism: 
it has in this manner been the wellspring of precariousness in the Nigerian political economy 
 Dialect in itself isn't destructive, yet when it is wearing other injurious imagery, at that 
point it advances ethnicity. At the point when this ethnicity is allowed to plague the establishment 
of the general public, it shows a negative relationship among various gatherings. This is 
inconvenient to the improvement both of the country and additionally of others outside this 
dialect gathering: what takes after this is a steady blockage of social portability due to enrollment 
in a given dialect gathering.
 The root of the utilization of English in Nigeria goes back to the nineteenth century when 
liberated slaves of Nigerian beginning came back to Nigeria in the wake of the nullification of 
subjugation and slave exchange (Ayoola 2007). Etymologists have recorded that Nigeria has no 
less than 400 dialects (Elugbe, 1992) and numerous researchers have ascribed this reality to the 
idea of ethnicity. Nigeria has been hunting down a national dialect arrangement significant to her 
needs. In such a country, to the point that makes progress toward solidarity in decent variety, her 
residents can discover this solidarity in a national dialect. Etymologists, sponsored by 
hypotheses, concur that the dialect we talk impact our reasoning and awareness. In the event that 
this is thus, at that point the response to the subject of relentless and unending clashes, which have 
portrayed Nigeria since freedom, can be followed to dialect 
 One knows about the move towards looking for an indigenous dialect as the most widely 
used language in Nigeria, one such hypothesize is that of WAZOBIA. Contentions have been 
made in help of this refering to nations like Italy, Germany, USSR and others, who don't utilize 
English Languages as a most widely used language. A few specialists have even watched that 
nations that utilization their national dialect to teach students appear to improve the situation than 
the individuals who force a remote dialect on the students. One such proof is refered to from the 
Second International Science Study which demonstrated that Japanese Primary School 
youngsters started things out in essential science among the nations of the world while Nigeria[n 
Primary School kids ] came last (Iwuagwu, 1997); this is all in an offer to help the estimation of 
training in the indigenous dialect
 Some Nigerian pundits have hypothesized that such an examination or appropriation 
could demonstrate extremely costly. Their contention has been that a few ideas effectively 
communicated in course books have no Nigerian proportional in the indigenous dialect, in this 
way, they guarantee, interpretation could mutilate significance and idea. Besides they feel that the 
way toward preparing staff in this measurement could demonstrate arduous and a colossal 
measure of money related pledge to interpret any, and every, blue-print into the real world 
(Iwuagwu, 1997) would be required. At last, they propose an unwillingness of the gatherings to 
surrender their dialect instead of some other indigenous dialect in the soul of national dialect 
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(Awobuluyi, 1992). 
 Of a reality, advancement requires a wide correspondence to understandable and 
improve its procedure; subsequently phonetic solidarity will empower the unifying units of 
political element yearn for towards a cognizance essential for improvement. It is national 
awareness and solidarity of reason that impel residents to improvement. It has been watched that 
nations that have a solitary discourse network, whose dialect is the sole authority dialect, and 
national dialect of state, perform preferable monetarily over nations with differing discourse 
networks (Odumosu, 1991). 
 Right now, the Nigerian National Policy on Education and Language (1981) supports 
every subject in the educational system to learn, notwithstanding his own dialect, another major 
or minor dialect separated from the obligatory investigation of the English Language. By this 
English remains the shared factor in all issues of national joining and improvement: for sure, it is 
the main dialect that binds together the distinctive ethnic gatherings in Nigeria and in this way 
qualifies as a dialect of more extensive correspondence. English, has throughout the years, lost 
the property of being the elite right of the Englishman, in reality, some have labeled it as "a no 
man‟s dialect". Not disapproving of this, as a solitary dialect for more extensive correspondence 
in Nigeria, it infers a solitary applied and subjective structure for all Nigerians; additionally thusly 
it checks out a level of more noteworthy comprehension, solidarity, joining and strength.

COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

 As far back as the principal transoceanic two-way radio communicate was made in 25th 
July, 1920, there has been such a large number of points of interest in the historical backdrop of 
media communications. (Wikipedia, Internet source). For sure, innovation is the specialized 
means individuals use to enhance their environment. It is likewise the information of utilizing 
apparatuses and machines to do errands effectively, and in addition the capacity to control the 
world in which we live. Moreover, innovation is the utilization of learning, devices, and 
frameworks to make life, and living, less demanding and better. Innovation can be utilized to 
enhance ones capacity to work and impart better; more or less, innovation can be comprehended 
to grasp the information typified in human activity to accomplish viable outcomes. Nonetheless, 
the significance of innovation would be dominated if the methods for conveying or accessing 
these revelations and leap forward was not accessible.
 This is the place the Internet, a global network associated by PCs, assumes an imperative 
part. The Internet keeps on making more mindfulness in better approaches for utilizing and 
contemplating dialect. Correspondence through the internet gives clients another sort of setting 
for dialect utilize and discussion. It enables individuals to talk about themselves and their 
association to a huge number of individuals around the globe. This new innovation has prompted 
the lessening in the hole amongst talked and the composed content (Taiwo, 2004).
 Remembering the way that the essential point of the Internet is correspondence (Thomas, 
1997), this isn't outlandish; all the more along these lines, when one notes that the Internet 
developed out of the need to convey examine achievements to a more extensive gathering of 
people. It must be stressed that the web was initially created at the European Organization for 
Nuclear Research – CERN – the world’s biggest Particle Physics Laboratory, situated amongst 
France and Switzerland. Tim Berners-Lee started this task in 1980 and the main site went online 
in 1991. The motivation behind this was to give a typical (straightforward) convention for asking 
for intelligible data put away at a remote framework, utilizing systems. The overlying target was 
to give researchers an approach to trade numerous sorts of information (content, designs, figures 
database) utilizing an idea known as hypertext to advance their examination. The main site went 
on-line in 1991, while the primary free World Wide Web – WWW – ended up agent on April 30, 
1993. One concurs that the first reason has detonated into a standout amongst the most 
encouraging strategy to get to data around the world. 
 Today, this type of correspondence has influenced access to data to accessible constantly, 
as well as has connected the separation amongst landmasses and countries. Unquestionably, from 
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multiple points of view the Internet is an uncouth society (Thomas, 1997); in this thousand years, 
this methods for correspondence isn't restricted to a specific class, race, or country: nor is it the 
selective safeguard of any landmass nor person. In actuality, the Internet has made the 
correspondence of innovative progression so natural, that it is relatively otherworldly in nature. A 
leap forward in science can be transmitted to pertinent quarters in a twinkle of an eye. Without 
leaving their shores, a gathering of assistants in Asia can watch a live transmission of a careful 
task performed by expert in American. This is innovation and correspondence at work, teaming 
up to guarantee that life shows signs of improvement continuously. The dialect of access of this 
ongoing „eighth wonder‟ of the world, starting at now, is English; it makes sense then that 
learning of the English dialect will upgrade a careful usage of the Internet.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ON THE INTERNET

 Despite the fact that English has turned out to be generally acknowledged as the dialect of 
correspondence for some countries, yet the standard English, the assortment that is developed in 
England and different spots where English is utilized as a primary language, can't remain 
„undefiled‟ as English every day interacts with various individuals and societies (Omodiaogbe, 
2010). Hence, as prior said, another sort of dialect showed up with the web; this appearance 
developed out of a need to boost cost of 'perusing time' and in addition the capacity for the encoder 
of the message to discuss viably with the decoder. Combined with this is the way that an instant 
message is 160 characters long, subsequently message clients need to received a methods for 
correspondence that will consolidate words and make the most out of their message. As can be 
seen from the examples of segments of content acquired from a chatgroup on the Internet, the 
encoders have embraced a few different ways to accomplish the target of being compact while 
guaranteeing that their messages are decoded appropriately:

CONCLUSION

 From the progressing, clearly access to Internet, and other IT offices, requires a 
dominance of the dialect of access, to be specific English. Truly, trading email messages or 
notwithstanding talking utilizing Yahoo Messenger, or other such visit room devises, can be a 
holding action. In that regard, composing these kinds of messages includes reproducing a level of 
closeness and amicability like that of eye to eye or telephone discussions. All these, and 
significantly more, demonstrate past sensible uncertainty that dialect and correspondence must 
not exclusively be propelled enough to meet the gauges of world innovative headway, yet should 
likewise be created keeping in mind the end goal to meet with the overall needs and requests of the 
circumstances. 
 Clearly one moment percent of the world is educated. Consequently, numerous more 
grounds must be secured to accomplish add up to education. Point of fact access to Internet offices 
can limit this hole. With the coming to age of the Open Universities, what preferable approach to 
show dialects over with the instrumentality of the Internet. In reality, the world is quick turning 
into a worldwide town; cybercafés proliferate where people cannot just convey through 
composing inside the twinkle of an eye, they can even view each other on video gadgets known as 
webcams (web cameras). Never again do natives of this country need to sit tight for a considerable 
length of time to have the capacity to speak with friends and family, or even get significant data 
that can make or blemish their fates, or influence their commitments to information through 
research – this is to be sure one of the additions of education. 
 Learning and data is control: nonetheless, proficiency and successful correspondence 
can make this power a reality. Yet, this reality should be given over to other people who will 
effectively utilize this capacity to guarantee that there is mechanical progression and constant 
advancement inside the country; such recipients require the instrument of dialect to guarantee its 
existence: they additionally require proficient and capable dialect instructors who, through a 
learner-friendly procedure, can enable them to accomplish their fantasies of being educated and 
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helpful to their nation especially in the 21st century. It is an invited improvement then that the 
dynamism of dialect is lively in the 21st century as saw through the development of new 
Englishes on the Internet; the inquiry anyway is the manner by which far can the acknowledged 
guidelines of the structure of the English dialect be extended to oblige these rising structures. 
Likewise, one is interested to know whether these assortments will stand the trial of time; 
definitely, just time has the responses to these annoying inquiries.
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